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BRAZIL UNDER BOLSONARO

IT IS WORST THAN YOU IMAGINE
DEMOCRACY IN CHECK

Bolsonaro takes part in antidemocratic protests asking for the closure of the Brazilian Congress and the Supreme Court. He attacks the free press, indigenous people, scientists and NGOs, among others.

Bolsonaro is inspired by Órban and the Hungarian model.

ENVIRONMENT IS AN ENEMY

Bolsonaro and some of his Ministers are CLIMATE CHANGE DENIERS.

Several times they have declared environmental protection as an "international conspiracy movement" acting against Brazilian sovereignty and national development.

CLIMATE CHANGE?

Will Bolsonaro shut down NGOs working on HUMAN RIGHTS, ENVIRONMENT and TRANSPARENCY?

What about indigenous lands and protected areas?

What about respecting elections results?
DEFORESTATION

INCREASED 30% IN 2019
ALERTS WENT UP 78% IN 2020
NO PLAN AGAINST DEFORESTATION YET (AFTER 18 MONTHS)
END OF THE AMAZON FOUND

WEAKNING SURVEILLANCE AGENCIES
(IBAMA, FUNAI, ICMBIO)

JEOPARDIZED TIMBER EXPORTING CONTROL SYSTEM
DECREASED THE NUMBER OF FIELD OPERATIONS
STOPPED ENVIRONMENTAL LEGISLATIVE BILLS

CONSERVATION AREAS

GOVERNMENT WANTS TO REDUCE NATIONAL CONSERVATION AREAS

DEFORESTATION

CLIMATE POLICES

CLIMATE FOUND IS FROZEN
CLIMATE CHANGES SECRETARIAT CLOSED

INDIGENOUS LANDS

PROPOSALS TO OPEN INDIGENOUS LAND TO MINING AND AGribusiness
LEGALIZING PROPERTIES FOR LAND GRABBERS
ALLOWING LAND GRABBING INSIDE INDIGENOUS AREAS

NO SOCIAL PARTICIPATION

CIVIL SOCIETY AND EXPERTS BANISHED FROM GOVERNMENT ENVIRONMENTAL FORUMS

ENVIRONMENTAL CRISIS
ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONAL CLAUSES ARE NOT GOING TO EDUCATE OR CHANGE BOLSONARO'S BEHAVIOR

SIGNING THE AGREEMENT WILL BE USED BY THE PRESIDENT AS A 'GO ON' MESSAGE
WORKING TOGETHER

PERMANENT SITUATION ROOM
For updates on context, data and strategic alignments

THE MESSAGE
The problems of the current administration

INFLUENCING DECISION-MAKERS
- Parliament
- Supreme Court
- Investors
- Market
- Stakeholders
WE MUST FOCUS ON AVOIDING AND NEUTRALIZING BOLSONARO'S SETBACKS
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